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UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE UNION ~ GLASGOW 
 

The General Meeting of UCUG held on Tuesday 10th April 2018 at 12-1pm in  
In Kelvin LT 257 

 
Chair: Jeanette Findlay (President) 
 
Numbers attending: Approx. 100 members Joined by Dumfries campus via Skype. 
 
Useful papers available:   
UCU FAQ’s from Sally Hunt 
https://www.ucu.org.uk/article/9434/Questions-answered-on-the-UUK-proposal-consultation 
Offer – USS Dispute Ballot rubric.  UKK proposal – and clarification 
https://www.ucu.org.uk/article/9429/UUK-proposal-and-letter-of-clarification 
UCUG – 2 documents 1) NO (Marion Hersh) 2) YES (Jeanette & her sister) 
Those previously provided by Hon Sec. (Yes Accept & No Reject; sent 6th April 4pm) 
USSBriefs 
https://ussbriefs.com/ 
Mike Otsuka 
https://medium.com/@mikeotsuka 
 
 
Jeanette opened the meeting stressing that this meeting is for everyone to share information and 
views and that it is very important to have that conversation. 
 
She stressed that this Branch (UCUG) has never taken a position on how people should vote and 
believes that is entirely for each individual to vote as they choose. 
 
Call from the floor (Brian Smith), which was fully endorsed by all present, that this branch fully 
supports and encourages all members to vote. 
 
Member – felt that the original UCU email asking members to vote was not neutral enough and 
seemed very pro Yes vote.  This member was encouraged to write to Sally Hunt expressing this 
view and it was pointed out that it was not unusual for leadership to take a stance. 
 
Member – The declared industrial dispute is about pensions, to reject this motion for any other 
reason is not acceptable. Rejection statement from Carlo Moreli seems to be including more. 
 
Marion Hersh – common practice probably recommended a Yes/No position. No position is about 
pension issue of course.  We are stronger because of this industrial action.  In terms of a NO vote 
it seems unlikely that the proposition as it stands is going to deliver what we want.  If we vote no 
and continue to negotiate then the hope is the employer comes back with a revised proposal.  To 
do this now when we are currently in a very good position, timing right now is good to be effective.  
Not saying that we will get everything we want but it is possible to go back and get more than we 
have currently been offered – see Marion Hersh doc (No-Reject) 
 
Craig Daly – If we vote to reject (NO), what exactly are we striking for?  What is the focus of the 
action & what are we asking for? 
 
Details in Marion Hersh doc… We would be striking to ensure that this panel delivers a much 
improved offer.  . 
 

https://www.ucu.org.uk/article/9434/Questions-answered-on-the-UUK-proposal-consultation
https://www.ucu.org.uk/article/9429/UUK-proposal-and-letter-of-clarification
http://www.twitlonger.com/show/n_1sqg6m9
https://ussbriefs.com/
https://medium.com/@mikeotsuka
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No commitment to more than 42K we threw out? 
 
Jeanette Findlay – this is not a settlement.  It’s a suspension of action in order to allow us to 
proceed. 
 
Member – If we reject.  I need a statement to explain my position to students/colleagues. What 
would that be? – lack of timetable for result? 
 
Jeanette Findlay – spoke to Jo McNeil to try to establish what those who are supporting the NO 
vote see as the next steps? Her understanding of that conversation was that voting NO was not 
rejecting the joint expert panel. 
 
Jeanette Findlay – YES – my concern by saying no at this point is I don’t know which threat points 
we return to? 
 
With YES – we have to ask our negotiators to set the parameters at the start of talks. 
 
Member – Sees risks both sides.  Concerned UUK will not say anything until after exams – so we 
write off the next two months.  From everything he has read there are no guarantees on timelines 
as UUK play this out. 
 
Jeanette Findlay - it’s not UUK stalling tactic only ½ the panel are UUK the other ½ are UCU 
appointed people. 
 
Member – If they play this out until April 2019 then we end up with a deal like March 12th? 
 
Member – NO – we have some control at this time as the University is weak they don’t want 
trouble around exam time. 
 
Jeanette Findlay – I don’t think it’s either/or.   Saying YES,  we as a branch should ensure any 
decision made members are to put pressure on the panel to get results. 
 
Member – I think UCU’s position is wrong headed.  Universities are mushrooming.  I don’t give a 
damn – I say you cannot reduce my pay and conditions when they are expanding! 
 
Member – Risk – Yes and expert panel – we are not standing down we have at this point achieved 
one of the major things we went into this asking for and that’s revision of the pensions valuation.  It 
would therefore, be reasonable to stop at this point for discussion.  They know that if there is still a 
deficit at the end of the panel process the employers will know they cannot impose all of the costs 
on us. 
 

• USSBriefs.com – good source of information and discussion more pro NO that YES but 
YES is clearly argued there as well.  

• https://medium.com/ussbriefs 
 

Member – We didn’t get vilified by the media, press and students over the most recent period of 
industrial action.  Ask ourselves, if we reject, what goodwill may be lost. Public & student opinion 
may turn against us. 
 
Member – strengthening the way our union works.  Fear – we suffer a loss of momentum No vote 
would mean strike would become very confrontational as it hits exams. 
 

https://medium.com/ussbriefs
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Member – my feeling, we would hit them harder if we continue now. 
 
Liam Kane – a lot of members also crossed the picket lines over the strike period.  We have won a 
strategic victory.  14 more days of strike action exactly what for?  Vote Yes - Take this pause and 
see what comes of it – we will still be in a good position for more action if that’s required at a later 
time. 
 
 
 
Member – what are the proposed date of strike if a NO vote is successful?  21st May – 8th June (14 
out of the 15, over that period) 
 
Craig Daly – With notice of 24 hours we were asked what dates would be appropriate for UCUG.  
And, with this difficult deadline, at that time it seemed most effective to hit the board of examiners 
meetings rather than the exam period. 
 
Jeanette Findlay – you will be marking when you are not on strike.  Exams will go ahead. 
 
Member – are these dates fixed? 
 
Jeanette Findlay – regulations have it that UCU as a union has to inform our employers of any 
dates of strike action planned.  I suspect UoG has already been notified.  We asked UCU this 
question, but at the time of this meeting have not received an answer. 
 
Craig Daly – Matt Waddup had produced an excel spreadsheet with proposed dates for the 
various Universities – he will see if this can be circulated. 
 
Member – Question that one of the UCU pensions negotiators Marion Hersh is advocating voting 
NO.  How did this position come about? 
 
Answer – because UUK put a proposal and UCU put it out to the members.  The proposal was not 
put to the negotiators. 
 
Member – I agree that having a panel and the proposal but am worrying about negotiators being 
blocked from negotiating. 
 
Clarification on that – that the UKK proposal came out during a UCU Scotland congress.  Officers 
were then called to London for a branch officers meeting. There was clear division on what to do 
with the proposal.  It was then decided (by HEC) to consult members. 
 
Member - It seems that Sally Hunt’s interests are in favour of the employers? 
 
Jeanette Findlay – at this point it’s necessary to look at what happens going forward.   
 
Member – Industrial disputes – what is it we will be striking on the basis – reaching a temporary 
fall-back plan that will hold us for long enough until we get a meaningful outcome. 
 
Member – there is a possibility that our position is not necessarily as strong as people think.  
Affecting the board of examiners may prove ineffective.  We should be thinking about withholding 
marks and not marking? 
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Member - Dates?  If the employer has been informed of the strike dates we have to work within 
them. 
 
 
Member – If NO vote – a few weeks delay is about all we can achieve.  Very end of marking and 
exam board dates.  Delay marking during the last few days will be when pressure is put on 
members to submit complete marking.  Striking at this period not that big a threat. 
 
Jeanette Findlay – If voting YES – we must build consistently & persistently on the activity of the 
branch and press leadership for regular updates and transparency about what’s going on. 
 
The pension’s regulator will say more in conversation that will be committed in writing. (but see 
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/press/trustees-must-treat-scheme-members-fairly-tpr-
warns.aspx) 
 
Jeanette Findlay. Speaking in support of YES – we get active fundraising building a war chest in 
preparation for the future. I will remind every one of you in April 2019 (next year) that this was to 
be the date when your pensions would be slashed. . 
 
Industrial action is used when you have nowhere else to go.  It might be risky, we won’t allow it 
just to fritter away and we keep a close eye on what the negotiators are doing. 
 
We should be stronger and ready to go no matter what, take this fight forward till we get what we 
set out for in the first place. 
 

http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/press/trustees-must-treat-scheme-members-fairly-tpr-warns.aspx
http://www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/press/trustees-must-treat-scheme-members-fairly-tpr-warns.aspx

